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in other spheres was worse before 1880 than after. In the work-
ing class the chief tendency of the time was towards abandoning
old garbs distinctive of trade or occupation. It was now that the
country labourer gave up his smock frock; and in the towns
workmanlike corduroy and fustian, though still prevalent, began
to lose ground.
Women benefited much less. The crinoline, which they had
long thought their worst enemy, ceased to be fashionable about
1868, though photographs show it worn in 1870 or later. But it
continued to be the object of dress-design, not to follow natural
forms, but to pervert and distort them; and costume so inspired,
whatever its vogue at the time, will always seem ugly and often
ridiculous to posterity. Perhaps the silliest-looking distortion
ever invented was the bustle, which was in fashion from 1870 to
1890. But the most serious evil was the constriction of the body
by corsets of steel and whalebone designed to alter all its natural
proportions and in particular to produce the narrowest possible
wasp-waist. In the seventies skirts trailed on the floor for a yard
or so behind the wearers and had to be held up out-of-doors with
one hand. In die eighties they were shortened to just off* the
ground, probably under the influence of the new games. Women
wore bustles and tight corsets even when playing lawn-tennis;
but they could not have worn skirts which required holding up.
As it was, their clothing remained lor all purposes a great phy-
sical handicap,
It is important, however, to remember that the sway of fashion
over women was much less universal then than now. Dress-
making was still quite an individual business, and few clothes
worn in any class were ready-made. Women of taste and intelli-
gence could find a style that suited them and keep to it with but
limited regard to fashion's dictates, A notable instance was that
of the Morris and Burne-Jones circle; their women wore loose
dresses of richly coloured material falling in straight lines and
only constricted by a natural girdle. In that case the prompting
was aesthetic; in others a hygienic or a sports motive ruled, Simi-
larly the mass of working women all over the country, though of
course aware of fashion, were not tied as now to its extravagances,
They had their traditional modes of dressing; and though they
shared with their richer sisters such burdens as unhygienic under-
clothes, they were not obliged to trail their skirts on the floor, or
to ruin their constitutions by wasp-waisting. Fashions not only

